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Abstrat: Software modernization projets onsist of the redesign of a legayappliation and its migration to a novel platform. The validation of the mi-gration step is a major onern sine it has to hek the exat preservationof the funtionalities of the legay system. Regression testing an be used toperform this validation. However, in most migration projets the speiationsand test ases for the legay appliation are obsolete. In this ontext, produ-ing and running the tests an represent more than 50% of the overall migrationost. Model-driven migration is based on the reverse engineering of models oflegay systems for modernization. In this paper, we report on an experienewhere these models where used to derive funtional test s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ned several test riteria to qualify the obtained tests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Generating regression tests for software migrationRésumé : Software modernization projets onsist of the redesign of a legayappliation and its migration to a novel platform. The validation of the migra-tion step is a major onern sine it has to hek the exat preservation of thefuntionalities of the legay system. Regression testing an be used to performthis validation. However, in most migration projets the speiations and testases for the legay appliation are obsolete. In this ontext, produing andrunning the tests an represent more than 50% of the overall migration ost.Model-driven migration is based on the reverse engineering of models of legaysystems for modernization. In this paper, we report on an experiene wherethese models where used to derive funtional test senarios. Based on these mo-dels, we have dened several test riteria to qualify the obtained test senarios.The models and riteria for test generation were developed for the migration ofa large-sale banking appliation.Mots-lés : software migration, model-driven engineering, model-based tes-ting, test generation, regression testing
Generating regression tests for software migration 31 IntrodutionAs development tehniques, paradigms and platforms evolve far more quiklythan domain appliations, software modernization is a onstant hallenge tosoftware engineers. Modernization projets usually onsist of the redesign andrefatoring of a legay appliation and its migration to a novel platform. Sinemigration is usually more than a simple translation from a platform to another,it is impossible to reah full automation. Thus, it is neessary to thoroughlyvalidate the produed system to ensure that it behaves as the original system.As observed in several works, the ost of validation in migration projets anreah 70% of the total ost [22, 7℄.The validation of the migration is based on a set of referene test senariosthat are relevant of the behaviours of the legay system. These test senar-ios should apture all relevant behaviour of the legay system, and inlude theexpeted results. Then, the migrated system is valid if all these tests pass onthis new version of the system: this indiates that the migrated system has thesame behaviour as the legay system. The main reason for the prohibitive ostof validation is the lak of aurate and updated speiations and referene testsenarios for the legay system. This implies that the referene tests have tobe generated at the time of the migration, and that this generation an only bebased on the running legay system and on the knowledge of the legay applia-tions users. This leads to an expensive proess in whih both legay appliationdomain experts and testers of the migration team have to be involved.For example, let us onsider how Sodifrane, the ompany with whih wehave ollaborated for this work, deals with the generation of referene test se-narios. Currently, it asks its ustomers to produe the referene tests for thelegay appliations. The prodution of good test senarios is very ostly bothfor Sodifrane and for its ustomer beause it requires a number of iterationsbetween the domain experts who write the tests and the migration team whoheks their overage. Most of this proess is manual and the ommuniationbetween the domain experts and the migration team is diult beause of theirdierent expertises: domain experts know how to use the appliation but donot know how it is made whereas the developer an only give feedbak at theode level. This time and eort must be spent sine the referene test senariosare a ritial part of the agreement between the ompany and its lient: theyspeify the minimal quality required by the lient for the migrated system.Two important fators have to be onsidered to redue the ost of the val-idation: tehniques and test riteria to assist the systemati generation of testsenarios, and models that an be used without involving the appliation do-main experts. These tehniques should assist the testers in suh a way that theydo not need to understand preisely all the business onerns in order to reaterelevant test senarios or to improve the quality of existing senarios. We annotie that one benet of this very partiular testing proess is that a ompleteorale is available for free: the legay system an provide the expeted outputfor any input senario.The objetive of this work is to propose a testing tehnique that would allowSodifrane to:
RR n° 6971
4 Frank Fleurey et al.1. Create the referene tests required to develop and validate the migratedappliation without the help of domain experts (i.e. without involving thelient).2. Provide regression tests to the lient together with the migrated applia-tion. These tests are valuable to the lient as they an be used for anyfurther evolution of the appliation.This doument is organised as follows. Setion 2 presents in detail the model-based approah developped by Sodifrane for software migration. Setion 3presents a set of test riteria based on the models used for migration. Setion4 details how the approah an be ompleted using strutural test generationtehniques. Finaly, setion 5 onludes this report.2 Software migration using MDEPositioned from the mid 80's on IT servies dediated to Banks and Insur-ane Companies, Sodifrane has developed a strong legay modernization exper-tise based on software solutions to industrialize transformation projets. Sine1994, Sodifrane has adopted and promoted model-driven engineering (MDE)approahes for modernization projets. It has industrialized model-driven teh-niques for reverse-engineering, ode analysis and transformation and for rep-resenting and manipulating information systems. These solutions allow theompany to propose eient and protable solutions for migration and mod-ernization of software legay systems.This hapter presents the model-driven migration proess developed at Sod-ifrane. This proess inludes automati analysis of the existing ode, reverseengineering of abstrat high-level models, model transformation to target plat-form models and ode generation. We detail the dierent meta-models andtransformations that are produed for the automation of these steps. We alsodisuss what artefats an be diretly reused and whih ones need to be adaptedfrom one projet to another. Sodifrane has developed a tool suite for model ma-nipulation alled Model-In-Ation (MIA) that is used as a basis for automatingthe migration.2.1 Model-driven migration proessThe onstant evolution of software tehnology leads to ontinuous migrationsof software omponents. These projets may be motivated by dierent reasonssuh as the obsolesene of a tehnology, the pressure of users, or the need tobuild a single oherent information system when merging ompanies. Most ofthe time software migration is ahieved through the full re-development of thelegay appliation. Model-driven software development oers an opportunityfor inreasing the automation in software migration.The full automation of migration is diult to ahieve not only beauseof the distane between the legay platform and the new platform but alsoin order to ensure the quality of the new appliation. Most of the time, theobjetive of migration is not to simply "ompile" the legay appliation to anew platform but to reate a new version of the appliation using state of theart development tehniques. This is neessary to ensure the maintainability ofINRIA
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Figure 1: Model-driven migration priiplethe new appliation and to leverage the latest tehnologies in terms of graphialuser interfaes, distribution and mobility.In the following, setion 2.1.1 rst presents the general proess developed bySodifrane for model-driven migration, setion 2.1.2 disusses the automationof the proess and setion 2.1.3 details how this proess is adapted in pratiealong the phases of a migration projet.2.1.1 Migration general proessFigure 1 presents the general proess developed by Sodifrane for model-drivenmigration. This proess is mainly divided in four steps.The rst step is the parsing of the ode of the legay appliation, to builda omplete model of the ode of the appliation. This step an be divided intotwo stages: rst a parser builds an abstrat syntax tree from the ode and,then this syntax tree is proessed by a transformation to build an atual modelthat onforms to the meta-model of the legay language. During the seondstage, all the symbols suh as types, variables or funtion alls are resolved andproperly bound to the appropriate model elements. This is a neessary step toallow for a eient analysis of the legay system. The meta-model denoted L ongure 1 orresponds to the meta-model of the legay appliation implementationlanguage.The seond step is a reverse-engineering from the ode model to a platformindependent model. The role of this step is to abstrat high-level views from themodel of the ode. This step is implemented by model transformations from thelegay language meta-model (L) to a pivot meta-model. The pivot meta-modelused by Sodifrane is a platform independent meta-model alled ANT whihontains pakages to represent: Stati data strutures (lose to the UML lass diagram). Ations and algorithms (it inludes an imperative ation language). Graphial user interfaes and widgets. Appliation navigation.RR n° 6971
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Figure 2: Exerpt of the ANT navigation meta-modelThe navigation is the most high level view of the ANT meta-model. Fig-ure 2 shows an exerpt of this meta-model. It onnets dialog elements whihorrespond to GUI forms, transitions between forms and their GUI events withoperations in the lass model.All ANT views have to be reated through model transformations from themodel of the ode of the legay appliation. In order to be able to reate high-level views, suh as a model of the graphial user interfae of the legay applia-tion, the model transformations have to rely on a knowledge of the libraries ofthe legay platform and on oding onventions (or ode patterns introdued bytools) that were used during the development of the legay appliation. This isthe reason why, even if the legay platforms for several migration projets aresimilar, the legay ode must be arefully studied in order to properly adaptthe migration tools to every single projet.The third step is the transformation of the ANT model into a platformspei model of the appliation. This step is implemented using model trans-formations from the ANT meta-model to the UML meta-model. These trans-formations are design transformations whih rene the platform independantviews of the pivot model to t the target platform. Again at this stage, it isimportant to adapt the transformation to meet the requirements of every us-tomer. This issue is disussed with more details and illustrated on a speiprojet in setion 3.3.The last step is the generation of the ode of the new appliation from theplatform spei model. To implement this step, Sodifrane uses template-basedtext generation tools in order to be able to easily ustomize ode generationaording to the ustomers requirements. The spei tools used by Sodifranefor the implementation of model-transformations and ode generation are pre-sented setion 2.2.2.1.2 Automation in the migration proessTo redue the ost of migration the goal is to ahieve an optimum automation inthe migration proess. However, this should not impat the quality in terms ofINRIA
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Figure 3: Model-driven migration projet phasesdesign, performanes or maintainability of the resulting appliation. Sine thelegay appliation is fully-exeutable and the target platform is usually powerfulenough, one ould argue that the migration should be ompletely automated.It is theoretially possible: it would be the equivalent of writing a ompiler forthe legay language that targets the new platform.However, as stated in the previous setion, migration, and espeially in theontext of modernization, is more than just reating an exeutable version ofthe appliation on top of the new platform. The goal is to design the appliationfor the new platform in order to make it more eient, more reliable, easier tomaintain or easier to extend than the legay appliation. In pratie this meansthat the new ode should respet the oding standards and best praties of thetarget platform languages, it should take into aount the spei requirementsrelated to the software development proess used by the ustomer ompany,there should be models for the new appliation, et.In the migration proess implemented by Sodifrane the rst two steps (aspresented on gure 1) are usually ompletely automated, i.e. all the informationfrom the legay system is represented in the pivot model. This is to onentratethe manual eort on the transformation from the pivot model to the new ap-pliation and avoid having to deal manually with the legay ode as a whole. Ifsome elements of the legay ode annot t properly in the pivot model, theseelements are aptured as notes or tags and presented to the developer when theorresponding parts of the appliation are transformed or generated.To maximize the eieny of the migration proess, the tasks that are left tothe developer have to be learly identied and the developer should be providedwith all the information he or she needs. This is taken into aount in the designof the transformations and ode generators. For example in the ase of a Javaode generator, TODO diretives an be generated for every piee of ode thatrequires manual inspetion, re-fatoring or ompletion. This TODO diretivean ontain the kind of work that has to be done and referenes to the modelelements that are relevant to it. The TODO diretives are summarized into atask list whih gives the developer a lear view of what has to be done.
RR n° 6971
8 Frank Fleurey et al.2.1.3 Migration projet phasesPrior to the atual migration and implementation of the new appliation, thedesign, the implementation and the validation of a projet spei migrationproess must be ompleted. This inludes the parsing of legay languages,reverse engineering transformations, high-level design of the new appliation andmappings between the strutures of the legay appliation and the onepts ofthe target platform. All these tasks require some eort due to their omplexityand their overall inuene on the migration projet. In the projet strutureused by Sodifrane, as represented on gure 3, there are three projet phasesbefore the atual migration an start.The rst phase represented on gure 3 is a tehnial analysis. Its objetiveis to study the legay platform, dene the target platform and speify the toolsthat are needed by the migration proess. This phase is ruial for the migra-tion projet. It is used to estimate the eort that would be required for thedevelopment of the tools and the total eort that would be required for the mi-gration. At the end of the tehnial study a total ontratual prie is proposedto the ustomer. During the tehnial study a small omponent of the legayappliation is usually migrated using generi tools and manually ompleted tomath the ode that would be produed using the nal tools. This serves as atest for the tool speiations and as a demonstration of the resulting ode theustomer an expet. If both the prie proposed by Sodifrane and the qualityof the migrated ode are satisfatory to the ustomer, the projet an arry on.The seond phase represented on gure 3 is a tool development phase. Theobjetive is to develop all the tools that have been speied for the migrationproess. Most of the time the tools do not have to be developed from srathbut are rather re-used or adapted from previous projets. However, most of thetime even if the language is the same, the language version and the oding stylemight be dierent and require some adaptation.The third phase represented on gure 3 is a pilot projet. The objetive ofthe pilot projet is to validate and ne tune the migration proess and the toolsit uses. It also serves as a demonstration of the viability of the proess and allowsmeasuring its eieny preisely. During this phase, a omponent of the legayappliation is used as a benhmark for the migration proess. This omponenthas to be hosen to be as representative as possible of the omponents of legayappliation. In pratie the development of the pilot projet is truly a testingand debugging phase for the migration tools. For this reason it is usually alot longer than the migration of a omparable omponent one the migrationproess is fully-funtional. At the end of the pilot projet, the ustomer isprovided with a nal prie for the projet and has a sample of how the newappliation would look like.Projets seldom have to stop after the pilot projet: the atual migrationusually starts shortly afterwards. The preparation of a model-driven migrationproess an be quite long (the three phases desribed previously usually requirearound 6 months to omplete but an last up to a year on spei projets suhas the one desribed in setion 3.3), but one the proess is up and running, themigration rate an be far more rapid than with any ompeting tehniques. Thisis disussed in setion 3.4, but before that, the next setion presents the model-driven engineering tools used by Sodifrane to pratially implement model-driven migration. INRIA
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Figure 4: Model-In-Ation tool suite arhiteture2.2 Model-In-Ation (MIA) tool suiteImplementing the migration proess presented in the previous setion requiresadvaned, salable and reliable tools for model transformation and ode gen-eration. For both the needs of migration projet and development projets,Sodifrane has developed Model-In-Ation (MIA) [23℄, a suite of model-drivenengineering tools. This setion gives a quik overview of these tools.Figure 4 presents a simplied arhiteture diagram for the MIA tools. Oneof the essential requirement for a ompany like Sodifrane is to be able to adaptto any spei modeling tehnology used by their lients. In the design of MIAthis has been taken into aount by reating a generi modeling platform thatan onnet through various drivers to existing repositories and modelers. Ontop of this generi modeling layer the suite is omposed of two main produts:MIA-Transformation for model-to-model transformation and MIA-Generationfor ode generation. Eah of these tools is divided in three types of omponents: Core engines for model transformations and ode generation. These om-ponents are on top of the meta-modeling API and do not have any userinterfae. They are responsible for the exeution of model transformationsand ode generators. Development environments for model transformations and ode generators(MIA Arhitet environments). These environments are used by softwarearhitets to design and implement the model transformations and odegenerators required by MDE projets. User environments for model transformation and ode generators (MIAdeveloper environments). There are not only standalone versions of thesetools but also plug-in versions that integrate diretly in the IDEs andmodelers of the software developers.MIA-Transformation is a rule-based model-to-model transformation engine.A model transformation is dened by a set of rules dened between some inputmeta-models and some output meta-models. Eah rule is omposed of threeelements:RR n° 6971
10 Frank Fleurey et al. A ontext: it orresponds to the set of delared variables and parameters. A query: it is an expression that alulates the set of model elements tobe proessed by the rule. An ation: it an be a reation, a modiation or a deletion of modelelements and is performed for eah model element returned by the query.When using MIA-Transformation, alternative languages may be used for ex-pressing transformation rules. MIA-Transformation inludes both a fully delar-ative language (lose to the delarative form of QVT) and an imperative lan-guage. The two languages an even be mixed in a single transformation rule:the query an be written using the delarative language and the ation im-plemented imperatively. In addition, as rule based transformation has somelimitations, it is possible to dene transformation servies in Java and use themin transformation rules.MIA-Generation is a template based model-to-text transformation engine.The idea of MIA-Generation is to attah text generation sripts diretly in meta-models in order to dene how eah model element should be generated. Thereare two kinds of sripts: Templates that textually desribe the piee of ode to be generated. Maros that allow more omplex operations suh as string handling ormodel navigation.The maros are dened diretly in Java and an be alled from the template.The fat that the generation sripts are diretly attahed to the meta-modelmakes MIA text generators easy to understand, adapt and maintain. In addi-tion, the generation engine an keep trak of the exeution of eah generationsript and the text it has produed. This provides the developer with all theinformation required to tune or x a ode generator.2.3 Migration of a large-sale banking appliationThis setion reports on how the migration proess desribed in setion 2.1 isapplied in the ontext of a large-sale banking appliation. The migration ofthis appliation is part of the modernization of the information systems of aFrenh bank1. The objetive of the projet was to migrate a mainframe systemmade of around a million lines of ode to J2EE in order to ease the maintenaneand future evolutions of the system. The overall system is omposed of: 42 appliations (for a total of 800 forms and 7500 events) 99 prints and exports using Cristal Report 990 server servies 20 bath proesses1For ondentiality reasons, and for the protetion of Sodifrane ustomers, this hapterdoes not provide spei details on the migrated appliation INRIA
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Figure 5: Banking appliation migration proessSodifrane (and their model-driven migration approah) was hosen by the bankfor the migration of this system not only beause of the quality assurane pro-vided by the use of automation but also for priing reasons. After an initialstudy of the projet by Sodifrane and several ompeting ompanies, the prieproposed by Sodifrane was signiantly lower than the prie of any brute-forere-development strategy (out-soured or not). In the following, setion 2.3.1presents the ustomer's requirements and the migration proess that has beendeveloped, setion 2.3.2 details the projet shedule and setion 2.3.3 disussesthe problem of the validation of the migrated appliation.2.3.1 Spei requirements and migration proessFor the modernization of its information system both the servers and the lientappliations of the bank had to be migrated. The whole legay appliation hadbeen developed using the COOLGEN IDE. COOLGEN provides an intermediateprogramming language and produes exeutable appliation by ompiling thislanguage to a ombination of C ode and COBOL ode. For the modernizationof the system, the servers had to be migrated to plain COBOL beause the odegenerated by COOLGEN was diult to maintain and had some performanesissues. The 42 lient appliations had to be migrated from COOLGEN to J2EEweb appliations. The appliations and the servers would ommuniate througha COBOL/Java middleware. The following fouses on the migration of the 42lient appliations from COOLGEN to J2EE.An important requirement of the ustomer for this projet was the strit re-spet of its internal development standards. All the new appliations developedby this bank are generated from Rational Rose UML models. All the modelsonform to a UML prole developed by the bank itself and spei ode genera-tors are used. As a result of the migration proess the bank expeted to be ableto round-trip between models and ode using its usual proles, tools and odegenerators. The model-driven migration proess had to be adapted to take thisspei requirement into aount.RR n° 6971
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Figure 6: Banking appliation migration time shedule and ost breakdownFigure 5 presents the migration proess that is applied to eah of the 42appliations of the legay system. Steps 1 and 2, whih orrespond to the parsingand reverse-engineering of the appliation, are similar to the two rst phases ofthe general proess presented in setion 2.1. These two phases produe an ANTmodel of the legay appliation whih inludes all the information ontained inthe ode of the appliations (windows, widgets, statements, expressions). Step3 (also quite similar to the third step of the general proess) does the mappingbetween the soure arhitetural onepts and the target ones to produe aomplete platform spei model of the target appliation.Steps 4, 5, and 6 of the proess presented gure 5 are spei to the bankingsystem migration and designed to produe ustomer-spei synhronized UMLmodels and soure ode for the target appliation. Firstly, step 4 is a modeltransformation that extrats a UML-proled model from the ANT appliationmodel. The elements of the target appliation, suh as statements, that donot t in the UML-proled model are ignored. Then, step 5 onsists in usingthe regular ode generator used in all the development projets of the bank toprodue ode skeletons from the UML model. In regular projets these skele-tons have to be lled manually but here the role of step 6 is to automatiallygenerate the nal appliation ode in the ode skeletons. The manual phaseof the migration an then be arried out: the model transformations and theode generators have left notes in the UML model and omments in the odewherever a manual migration task has to be aomplished.2.3.2 Projet time shedule and ost breakdownThis setion details the organization and ost breakdown for the banking systemmigration. The overall projet required a total of 9315 days of work inluding7815 for the migration of the 42 lient appliations. As disussed in setion 2.1any model-driven migration projet has several mandatory initialization phasesto design a spei migration proess and adapt or develop the required tools.Figure 6 presents the sheduling and the ost (in terms of days of work) for eahphase of the banking system migration projet.The rst preliminary phase of the projet is the tehnial study. In thease of the banking system it took 3 months and required a total of 209 daysof work (whih represents about 2.5% of the projet eort). Then, the tooldevelopment phase and the pilot projet took 7 months to omplete and requiredan approximate eort of 800 days of work (around 10% of the projet eort).For the pilot projet, a representative lient appliation has been hosen amongthe 42 appliation that had to be migrated. The delivery of the pilot projetINRIA
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urred 10 months after the beginning of the projet and after about 12% ofthe projet eort has been spent.The important investment and delay before the rst delivery is spei tomodel-driven migration. Moreover, beause the preliminary tasks are diult toparallelize and beause the developers need to have a global view of the projetto aomplish these tasks, using a large team of developers annot really helpreduing the duration of preliminary work. The developer team for these taskshave to be small (3 to 8 developers for most Sodifrane projets) and shouldinlude experts of the soure platform, experts of the target platform and modeltransformation experts.On the banking appliation the industrial migration of the 41 remainingappliation started 3 months after the end of the pilot projet. This phaserequired a total of 19 months to omplete. During this industrial phase of theprojet the migration is performed in parallel by three independent teams ofaround 15 developers eah. Sodifrane migrates three appliations at a time,and, during the 19 month period of the industrial migration an average of 2deliveries are made per month. Contrary to the projet preliminary phases thatrequire a small developer team, the industrial migration duration an easily beshortened by inreasing the number of developers.2.3.3 Validation and quality assuraneEven with the use of automation, sine there is still a signiant part of the workdone by hand, the migrated appliation has to be arefully validated in orderto hek its orretness, performane and integration in its new environment.In pratie this is ahieved thanks to a strit non-regression testing proess.This test proess is ostly for the ustomers beause they have to provide testases together with the legay appliations and they have to perform aeptanetesting 2. It is also ostly for Sodifrane who perform unit testing for the newappliation and uses the test ases provided with the legay appliation to doregression testing. In the ase of the banking appliation the total testing ostis around 3500 days of work (around 1000 days for unit testing and 2500 forregression testing). This represents 45% of the total projet ost.2.4 DisussionThis setion ompares model-driven migration with brute-fore re-developmentmigration strategies. The most signiant dierene between the two approhesis the signiative preliminary tasks required by model-driven tehniques. Thissetion espeially disusses the inuene of these preliminary tasks on the shed-ule and ost breakdown of migration projets and shows that for projets over aritial size, the model-driven approah is more protable than re-development.Complete re-development has some advantages over automated migration.Firstly the development proess is similar to the development of any appliationexept that it has a xed and non-ambiguous speiation. This allows usingeient software engineering tehniques whih is reassuring and unsurprisingto the ustomer. Seondly, the target appliation an easily be re-designed,re-fatored and adapted to the new platform. Thirdly, evolutions to the legay2The numbers provided in this setion do not inlude this ost. Only the ost for Sodifraneis taken into aountRR n° 6971
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Figure 7: Migrated ode perentage in funtion of timeappliation an be taken into aount in the design of the new appliation. Allthese advantages, most of the time ombined with out-souring to ut workforeost, allow full re-development to be a ommon option for modernization.In this ontext, thanks to model-driven migration, Sodifrane has managedto provide a omparable quality of servie at lower pries to its ustomers on anumber of modernization projets.2.4.1 Migration time sheduleFigure 7 ompares re-developpment and model-driven migration with respetto the perentage of ode migrated over time. For re-development the modelwe use is linear: the omponents of the legay appliation are re-developed oneby one. For model-driven migration the proess is a little dierent: during therst stage of the projet (1) the objetive is to develop the tools that will beused to partially automate the migration. During this rst stage no ode ofthe new appliation is produed at all but one the tools are fully funtionalthey typially allow generating about 70 perent of the nal appliation ode(2). The atual migration an then begin (3), eah omponent of the legayappliation is manually ompleted and delivered to the ustomer.The most important dierene between the two approahes is the rst phaseof the model-based proess whih is an investment in spei tools that willmake the migration faster. One of the drawbak of model-driven migration isthat for an initial period of time, no nal ode is produed and thus nothingan be delivered to the ustomer. In the example of gure 7 the legay appli-ation has been divided in 8 omponents. Using a re-development strategy, therst omponent an be delivered to the ustomer just after the beginning of theprojet. On one the hand the rst omponent is delivered after quite a longperiod of time: using model-driven migration, when the rst omponent is de-livered, 3 omponents have already been nished with re-development. But onthe other hand, using model-driven migration, one the prodution of the newINRIA
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Figure 8: Projet ost in funtion of it sizeappliation has started, the delivery rate an be faster than for re-development.Eventually, the delivery of omponents developed using the model-driven ap-proah an ath up with the delivery of re-developed omponents (this is thease for omponents 7 and 8 on the gure).In the ase of the banking appliation desribed previously, the preliminarytasks of the migration projet required 10 months whih represents about athird of the total projet duration. From an eonomial point of view, morethan 10% of the total migration ost was spent on these preliminary tasks. Thenext sub-setion disusses the protability of this investment.2.4.2 Migration ost repartitionTo be protable, the model-driven migration proess must be applied on legayappliations that have a suient size. Indeed, the eort that has to be investedfor developing migration tools mostly depends on the omplexity of the inputand output platforms but not on the volume of ode that has to be migrated.Figure 8 presents an estimation of the ost of a migration projet using bothmodel-driven migration and re-development.In the ase of re-development the ost is diretly proportional to the sizeof the legay appliation. In the ase of model-base migration, there is a xedinitial ost related to the development of tools whih is omplemented by alinear ost orresponding to manual migration eorts. The gradient of thefuntion orresponding to model-driven migration is lower than the gradient forre-development beause using migration tools redues the manual eort thathas to be provided.A general protability threshold for model-driven migration annot be esti-mated auratly beause it really depends on the ratio of tools that have to bedeveloped for eah projet. In pratie, the experiene of Sodifrane on model-driven migration shows that the protability threshold for MDE in the ontextof migration is quite low. Even for projets that require about 1000 days ofwork, the initial overhead of developing tools pays o. On the migration of thelarge banking appliation desribed previously, Sodifrane estimated that theRR n° 6971
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ost of re-development whould have been around twie the prie of model-drivenmigration.2.4.3 Benets and limitation of model-driven migrationThe primary advantage of model-driven migration is to partly automate themigration proess. As disussed in the previous setions this allows Sodifraneto signiantly lower the pries and duration of migration projets. This is thereason why Sodifrane is often hosen over ompeting ompanies that proposefull re-development.The seond advantage is to allow for reuse between migration projet. Thisis another element that allows utting the ost of migration. All the transfor-mations and tools that have been developed for a migration projets an beadapted to future projet that have similar input or output platforms.The rst limitation of model-driven migration is a ommerial limitationrelated to the ost and time onsumed by preliminary tasks. In the projetpresented in setion 3.3 the rst delivery of migrated ode oured after 10months. This is a ommerial issue beause after the begining of the projetthe ustomer has to wait for a long time without seeing the progression of theprojet. To mitigate this issue, possible solution is to works in lose ollaborationwith the IT department of the ustomer and, if possible, to inlude members ofthe ustomer ompany in the development team.The seond limitation is related to the ost of testing. This is not speito model-driven migration but is a general problem in software migration. Forthe banking appliation disussed previously, testing represents 45% of the totalmigration ost. This ost does not inlude the ost of the prodution of regres-sion tests and aeptane testing whih are the responsability of the ustomer 3.One of the reasons of the important ost of testing tasks is that, for most migra-tion projet, they are mostly handled manually. In the same way model-basedtehniques has been applied to smartly automate repetitives migration tasks,Sodifrane is now studying model-based regression testing using meta-modelinglanguages suh as Kermeta [15℄ to redue the ost of testing.2.5 Related worksSoftware modernizaton has been identied by the OMG as an important ap-pliation eld for model-driven arhiteture. The Arhiteture-Driven Modern-ization (ADM) is an OMG task fore dediated to this topi [18℄ that aims atbuilding standard metamodels and tools for software modernization. Reus etal. in [20℄ propose a MDA proess for software migration that is quite similarto ours. They parse the text of the original system and build a model of theabstrat syntax tree. This model is then tranformed into a pivot language thatan be translated into UML. A prototype automates parts of this proess usingArStyler [17℄. Bordbar et al. [3℄ propose a model-based approah for mainte-nane of data-entri systems. Their MDA approah improves the evolution andmaintenane of databases in appliations developed with java and modelled with3The prodution of the tests is a ost that has to be taken into aount by the lient.However, this ost is usually far lower than the ost of providing the omplete speiationsrequired for full re-development. INRIA
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y ode towards objet-oriented languages.Parts of this proess are implemented with automati program transformations.Another type of works related to the study presented in this hapter onernsfeedbaks from industrial projets that have applied model-driven approahes.In the last two editions of the MoDELS onferene, two studies gave suh feed-bak. In [1℄, Baker et al report on the signiant improvements in produtivityand reliability gained with MDE tehniques and also present the remaining is-sues to prot more from those approahes. In [24℄, Staron presents a study onthe requirements for the adoption of MDE in software industries. The hapterreports on the observations of two ompanies that tried to MDE in their de-velopment proess. In [10℄ M1_Global_solution ompares MDE and o-shoredevelopment. They onlude that MDE tool inreased developer produtivityby over 50 perent and advoate a ombination of MDE for automati produ-tion of a large part of the system and o-shore development for the parts thatneed to be manually developed.2.6 ConlusionThis hapter has preisely presented the model-driven migration and modern-ization proess developed by the Sodifrane ompany. We have detailed theproess and the tools that automate this proess. The hapter has also diussedthe benets introdued by MDE in terms of reuse and automation, and also theissues that are introdued to fully benet from reusable transformations andgenerators. Finally we have showed that, even if the proess is not fully auto-mated and requires manual adaptation from one projet to the other as well asmanual implementation of some parts of the nal appliation, it is still viableompared to manual re-development.Even if model-driven engineering is already eonomially protable for mi-gration, there are still some important hallenges that need to be takled. Amajor issue in terms of human eort is testing. Today, regression test is usedto validate the migration. However, the prodution of eient regression testases is manual, ad-ho and diult to evaluate. Future work onsists in adding,in the reverse-engineering phase, a step to reverse a model for high-level on-trol ow in the appliation in order to eveluate test overage at use-ase level.Moreover, unit and integration test for the migrated ode is also very expen-sive. A possible solution here ould onsist in generating test objetives whengenerating the ode. The next two hapters disuss these issues in detail.3 Model-based test generation3.1 IntrodutionAs development tehniques, paradigms and platforms evolve far more quiklythan domain appliations, software modernization is a onstant hallenge tosoftware engineers. Modernization projets usually onsist of the redesign andrefatoring of a legay appliation and its migration to a novel platform. Impor-tant parts of a modernization proess an be automated, e.g. using model-drivenengineering tehniques for reverse engineering, model to model and model toode transformations. However, beause migration is more than a simple trans-RR n° 6971
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k Fleurey et al.lation from a platform to another, it is impossible to reah omplete automation.Thus, it is neessary to thoroughly validate the produed system to ensure thatit behaves as the original system. As observed in several works, the ost ofvalidation in migration projets an reah between 50% and 70% of the totalost [22, 7℄.This validation an be performed using regression test suites. This approahonsists rst in seleting an eient test suite for the legay system. This testsuite must be omposed of all meaningful usage senarios for the legay systemand should over the requirements of the system. This suite must also assoiateexpeted results for eah input data or senario. One suh a test suite isavailable it provides a relevant representation of the behaviour of the originalsystem and an be used to test the new version of the system.A ruial issue for the development of suh an approah is to be able to seletan eient and meaningful test suite for the original system. This seletion isdiult beause there are usually neither models nor up-to-date speiationsfor the system to migrate. The business senarios are only known by the domainexperts who use the system intensively. However, these experts annot evaluatethe eieny of their senarios as regression test ases. Thus it is neessary toassist the generation of test senarios with tehniques for overage measurement.In this hapter we propose to reverse abstrat models from the ode of theoriginal appliation. These models an be used for test seletion and test im-provement. The reversed models provide information on the ontrol and dataow of the legay ode. This information is used for the generation and qual-iation of test senarios and to assist the improvement of test suite to seleteient test ases for regression. Based on these models, we dene several rite-ria to quantify the overage of test senarios with respet to the legay system.This work is developed in ollaboration with the Sodifrane ompany who isspeialized in the modernization of large information systems. The proposedtehniques have been experiment on an industril migration projet.The hapter is organized a follows. Setion 2.1 presents the software migra-tion problem and disusses related testing issues. It then details the model-basedmigration approah used by Sodifrane. Setion 3.2 presents the models andtest riteria we propose to assist test seletion. Setion 3.3 desribe how the pro-posed riteria were experimented in the ontext the migration of a large bankingappliation. Setion 3.4 disusses how the proposed tehnique ontributes to theglobal migration testing proess. Setion 3.5 details related works and nally,setion 3.6 onludes the hapter and gives future work diretions.3.2 A framework for seleting referene testsThe idea proposed in this hapter is to use reverse-engineered models of thelegay appliation in order to extrat the information reaquired by the tester. Inthe spei ase of the model-based migration proess presented in the previoussetion the models that are generated for migration purposes an be reused.This avoids the ost of reating spei testing models direly from the legayode. Instead the testing models are extrated from the migration model.In this hapter the lass of appliation we onsider are form-based appliationsuh as banking or assurane appliations. These appliation represents the vastmajority of migration projets arried by Sodifrane. The spei models andriteria we dene are spei to this type of appliation but we believe the sameINRIA
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Figure 9: The ISTeCQ meta-modelskind of tehnique ould be applied to other domains suh as servie orientedappliations.This setion is organized a follows. We rst propose a meta-model to ap-tures the information required by the tester for seleting or improving test suites.Then, based on this meta-model, we detail two test riteria for systematialyovering the behaviors of the appliation under test.3.2.1 The ISTeCQ meta-modelFigure 9 presents the ISTeCQ (Improving Software Testing Coverage and Qual-ity) meta-model. This meta-model is designed to provide the tester with asyntheti view of the appliation under test. This meta-model apture the navi-gation graph of the appliation under test and links eah forms and ations withthe ontrol-ow of the undelying ode. From this information it allows deningtest senarios in terms of ations in the navigation graph.The root element for any ISTeCQmodel is an instane of the lassApplicationModel.This objet ontains the forms of the navigation model of the appliation, themethods and the test suites of the appliation. The lasses State : Exp and
Action are used to represent the navigation in the appliation. Basially a stateorrespond to a form (or a sreen) in the appliation and an ation to a transi-tion between two forms. Ations and forms are linked with the methods whihRR n° 6971
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k Fleurey et al.are exeuted when an ation is performed or when a form is displayed. In IS-TeCQ models, methods are represents by the lass Method, they have a nameand a orresponding ontrol-ow graph. The lasses CFGNode and CFGEdgeare used to represent respetively the nodes and edges of ontrol-ow graphs.The lasses TestSuite, TestCase and TestAction are used to represent testsenarios. At the level of the ISTeCQ model a test senario is a sequene ofations in the navigation model of the appliation. Both ations in the naviga-tion model and instanes of lass TestAction are identied by names (lasses
Action and TestAction inherit from abstrat lass NamedElement). A testase is valid only if the sequene of test ations it ontains is a valid sequeneof ations in the navigation model of the appliation. In the version of the IS-TeCQ meta-model presented gure 9 the test ations just inlude the names ofthe ations to perform but these ations atually orrespond to the rows of thetest senario presented in gure ??.3.2.2 Coverage of the navigation graphThe rst riterion we propose to selet test senario is to ensure the overageof the navigation graph of the legay appliation. This riterion requires all theforms of the legay appliation to be overed at least one and eah transitionbetween forms (ation) to exeuted at least one. As the test senarios areexpressed as sequenes of ations in the navigation model the riterion is easyto hek from an ISTeCQ model.The tehnique proposed in this hapter was designed in the ontext of themigration of a large banking appliation. The harateristis of the appliationand results of applying the tehnique on it are presented setion 3.3 but in thefollowing we use fragments of diagrams extrated from the study in order todisuss the riteria.Figure 10 presents part of the navigation model of an appliation and thetest overage information. The overage of the tests is presented with a olorgradient from red to green with respet to the number of times a node or anedge is overed. The diagram shows that 1 form and 9 ations are not overedat all by the tests. Using this information the tester an improve the set of testsin order to ahieve omplete overage of the navigation graph.To be able to ahieve a good overage of the ode of the legay appliationthis riterion has to be satised but it is intuitively not suient. In pratiethe omplexity of an appliation is not homogeneously spread aross its navi-gation models: some forms and ations are far more omplex than others. Theriterion dened previously only requires eah element to be overed one whereas omplex elements should probably be overed more times than simple ones.The next setion denes a riterion whih formalizes this intuition.3.2.3 Taking omplexity into aountIn the ISTeCQ model, the states and ation are linked to the method theyexeute. The idea we propose is to measure the omplexity of the ode exeutedby eah ation in order to estimate a minimal number of times it has to beovered by the tests. As a measure of omplexity we hose to use the ylomatiomplexity [11℄. The ylomati omplexity of a piee of ode orresponds tothe minimal number of tests required in order to be able to ahieve full overageINRIA
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Figure 10: Test overage of the navigation model
Figure 11: Navigation model with omplexity informationRR n° 6971
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Figure 12: Test overage of the navigation model with omplexity informationof the ontrol-ow graph branhes. We an thus estimate the minimal numberof tests that should over an ation by the ylomati omplexity of this ation.In pratie, all the information required to ompute the ylomati omplex-ity of ations is available in the ISTeCQ model. The omplexity of an ationorresponds to the omplexity of the method it alls. If the method ontainsalls to other methods, the ontrol ow graphs are bound in order to omputethe total omplexity. In our ase this an be easily done beause the legayode is COBOL ode in whih all alls are statially linked and these links areavailable in the ISTeCQ model. One we have omputed a omplexity for eahelement of the ations, the omplexity for states is estimated by the max be-tween the sum of the omplexity of the outgoing ations and the omplexity ofthe method it diretly alls.The way the omplexity of eah state and ation is omputed ensures thatthe result orresponds to the minimal number of tests that an ensure ompleteoverage of the underlying ode. One the omplexity of eah element of thenavigation graph is omputed, it an be displayed on the navigation graph dia-gram in order to provide the tester with a omprehensible map of the omplexityof the appliation. Figure 11 presents this diagram for a piee of the appliationof the ase study. The omplexity is represented by a gradient of olors fromyellow to red.Provided the omplexity information, the test overage riterion is now toovers at least a number of time orresponding to the omplexity eah ele-ment of the navigation graph. Figure 12 displays the value v = complexity −
testcoverage with a olor range between green if v ≤ 0 and yellow to red for
1 ≤ v ≤ max(v). The green elements orresponds to elements that have beenINRIA
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overed by the tests and elements from yellow to red orresponds toelements whih require more tests.It is interesting to ompare gures 12 and 10 whih were obtained with thesame test set. By taking into aount the omplexity information some statesof the appliation whih were overed on gure 10 atually require more tests.On the other hand the state that was not overed on gure 10 is of a quite lowomplexity and thus not so ritial.To onlude, the last riterion whih takes the omplexity of the ode intoaount is stronger than the previous one and seems to provide better feedbakon the test overage. Of ourse, both riteria are only based on models anddo not provide any warranty that the atual overage of the ode will fullyorrespond. The next setions presents the results we obtained using theseriteria on an industrial migration projet and disuss how the an be used inpratie.3.3 Tools and ase studyThis setion presents how the riteria proposed in the previous setion werevalidated in the ontext of a large migration projet arried by Sodifrane. Thissetion rst presents the system under migration, then details the protool of theases study, presents the testing tools that were developed around the ISTeCQmeta-model and nally disusses the obtained results.3.3.1 The appliation under migrationThe projet that was used for the evaluation and experiments of the test ri-teria proposed in this hapter is the migration of a banking appliation. Thismigration was part of the modernization of the information systems of a Frenhbank4. The objetive of the projet was to migrate a mainframe system madeof around a million lines of ode to J2EE in order to ease the maintenane andfuture evolutions of the system. The overall system is omposed of:- 42 appliations (800 forms and 7500 events)- 99 prints and exports using Cristal Report- 990 server servies- 20 bath proessesSodifrane (and their model-driven migration approah) was hosen by thebank for the migration of this system not only beause of the quality assuraneprovided by the use of automation but also for priing reasons. In order tovalidate the relevane of the ISTeCQ meta-model and the quality of the testriteria proposed in this hapter we used two appliations of this system. Eahof these appliation had to be migrated from COBOL to J2EE. They werehosen to be as representative as possible of the 42 appliations of the system:1. App. 1: 85 forms, 189 ations and 227 methods.2. App. 2: 50 forms, 100 ations and 116 methods.The rst one is entral to the system and has lots of interations with otherappliations. The seond one is a little smaller and dediated to a spei taskof the system. It is less oupled to the rest of the system but is representativeof a number of other appliations.4For ondentiality reasons, and for the protetion of Sodifrane ustomers, this hapterdoes not provide spei details on the migrated appliationRR n° 6971
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Figure 13: Test seletion proess3.3.2 Case study protoolFigure 13 presents the protool we used in order to apply the model-based testriteria to the existing test ases. The objetive of this ase study is 1) toestimate the relevane of the ISTeCQ model for dening system tests and 2) tovalidate the test adequay riteria we propose. To do that the idea is to reateISTeCQ models for the two appliations of the baking system and to model thetest ases that are provided by the ustomer for these two appliations.The steps 1 and 2 on Figure 13 orrespond to the two initial phases of model-driven migration proess (see gure 1). The parsing and reverse-engineeringtransformations are developed (or adapted from a previous projet) at the be-ginning of a migration projet. The developers of these transformations usuallyuse several sample omponents of the appliation that will be migrated in orderto design and validate the reverse-engineering phases. More details about thesetransformations and how they are developed an be found in [7℄. One thesetransformations are available they are used to automatially produe an ANTpivot model for eah omponent of the appliation to migrate.The ANT pivot model aptures all the information from the legay oderequired for migration. The role of step 3 is to extrat from the pivot modela more restrited model that ontains the information for test seletion. Thismodel inludes the navigation graph of the appliation, the ontrol-ow graphsof the ations and the ability to dene test senarios. The navigation is diretlyextrated from the ANT pivot models, the ontrol ow graphs are omputedfrom the pivot ation language of ANT. Finally, if existing test senarios areavailable they an be added to the model (step 4 on gure 13).At steps 5, 6 and 7 the ISTeCQ (Improving Software Testing Coverage andQuality) model is used to generate diagrams of the appliation and performINRIA
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overage analysis. The aim of the tehnique is to provide an informationsuiently expliit for a tester who is not a speialist of the legay appliation.Some examples of these graphs are displayed in Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure12 in setion 3.2.3.3.3 ToolsIn order to implement the protool desribed in gure 13 we developped toolsaround the ISTeCQ meta-model:- An ANT to ISTeCQ transformation whih extrats an ISTeCQ model fromthe migration ANT models.- An ISTeCQ simulator and test editor whih allows modeling and editingtest senarios in an ISTeCQ model.- Complexity analysis algorithms whih ompute and export the omplexityof the elements of an ISTeCQ model.- Coverage analysis algorithms whih ompute and export the overage ofthe tests senario of an ISTeCQ model.The only tool that is spei to Sodifrane projets is the ANT to ISTeCQmodel transformation (step 3 in Figure 13) beause it is based on the ANTmeta-model. This transformation was developed using the Sodifrane Model-In-Ation (MIA) tool suite. The transformation translates the MIA navigationmodel to the ISTeCQ navigation model and omputes the ontrol-ow graphsof the ations of the ANT model. To adapt the testing tehnique proposed inthis hapter a similar transformation would have to be developed in order toextrat and ISTeCQ model from the available models of the appliation to bemigrated. The information should be available as it required by the migrationitself.The test editor and simulator were developed in order to ease both thedenition of new test senario and the modeling of existing ones. Figure 14presents a sreenshot of this test editor. It allows dening test suites (top leftlist in Figure 14) whih are omposed of test ases (to right list in Figure 14).As dened by the ISTeCQ meta-model, a test senario is a sequene of ationsof the appliation under tests. To be valid, a test ase must be a valid sequeneof ations with respet to the navigation model. In other words, a test senariois valid only if it is a path in the navigation graph of the ISTeCQ model. Theobjetive of the test editor is to assist the tester in the modeling of valid testsenario. The list of ations at the bottom-left in Figure 14 is the sequene ofations of the seleted test ase. The green symbol before eah ation meansthat this ation is valid in the navigation model. Any invalid ation would bemarked in red in the editor. The set of ations at the bottom-right in Figure14 displays all the appliation ations that are valid after the last ation ofthe seleted test ases. The tester an grow the test senario by piking validations in this set. In pratie the test editor was implemented in Java usingElipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [4℄ ode generators. In the ase study thetest editor was used for modeling the test senario provided by the ustomer(step 4 in Figure 13).The omplexity and overage analysis algorithms are the atual implementa-tion of the test riteria proposed in this hapter. They were implemented usingthe Kermeta language [15℄. Keremta was hosen beause it is an objet-orientedmeta-modeling language whih allow weaving semantis and transformations di-RR n° 6971
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Figure 14: Sreenshot of the test editorretly into meta-models. In pratie the ISTeCQ meta-model is dened usingEMF and operations written in Kermeta are weaved into it to support overageand omplexity omputing. Some transformations were also added to the meta-model in order to export diagrams for omplexity ans overage. The graphsdisplayed in Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure 12 in setion 3.2 were obtainedwith these transformation. The kermeta transformation produes a textual rep-resentation of the diagram and GraphViz [8℄ is used to render the diagramsgraphially.3.3.4 ResultsThe ase study has shown that there is a small distane between the funtionaltests provided by the ustomer and the test senario that an be expressed in theISTeCQ model. In the ase of the banking appliation, a single developer wasable to translate the existing test senarios for eah of the two appliations understudy in about an hour. In the resulting senarios, eah ation in the ISTeCQsenario orresponds to a line in the natural language test ase provided by theustomer. This is an important result sine it validates the fat that the testexpressed in the ISTeCQ model are at the appropriate level of abstration toeventually replae the funtional tests provided by the ustomer.The seond important result of the ase study is the evaluation of the pro-posed test riteria. The riteria were omputed for eah of the two proposedriteria using all the funtional tests provided by the ustomer. For both appli-ation under study the overage results were onsistent with the ode overagemeasurement performed in order to qualify the tests. This is an interestingresult sine it establishes a orrelation between the overage of the model andthe atual strutural overage of the appliation under test.Conerning the omparison between the simple overage riterion and theomplexity overage riterion, the results we obtained show that taking om-plexity into aount provides a far more preise diagnosis of what parts of theINRIA
Generating regression tests for software migration 27appliation require more tests. The information on the omplexity provides avaluable map of the appliation for a tester who is not a speialist of the appli-ation under test. Using this riterion allowed us to learly exhibit weaknessesin the funtional tests provided by the ustomer.To onlude, the results we obtained are enouraging both for using theISTeCQ model as a basis for testing and for the omplexity overage riterionwe proposed. In order to further validate the quality of our test adequayriteria we plan on using the ISTeCQ model for dening new test senario. Thiswould allow to hek that 1) these test senario are easy to translate into atualtest ases and 2) that properly overing the ISTeCQ model allows improvingthe ode overage of the tests.3.4 DisussionThe objetive of this work is to redue the ost of testing in migration projetsby allowing Sodifrane to better analyze and improve the referenes tests. Ulti-mately the objetive is to allow testers from Sodifrane to reate the referenetests without the help of the ustomers expertise. This avoid having ostly iter-ations between the lient and Sodifrane and allows the referene tests to be soldby Sodifrane together with the migrated appliation. This setion rst detailsa test seletion proess that takes advantages of the test riteria proposed inthis hapter and then disusses it benets in terms of allowing non-speialist towrite tests and in term of reduing the global ost of test generation.3.4.1 Regression testing proessFigure 15 presents a global test generation proess whih takes advantage ofthe test riteria proposed in this hapter. The idea of this proess is to proessiteratively by using more and more detailed models of the appliation undertest. Initially there might be an exiting test suite but this is not required. Theidea is rst to use the navigation model of the appliation and to provide thetester with some feedbak on the forms and ations are not overed by the tests.One the navigation graph is properly overed the test an move on to the nextriterion whih takes omplexity into aount. This rened riterion outlinesthe parts of the navigation model whih requires more tests and helps the testerfousing on their testing. The benet of these rst two riteria is that they aredened on high level models and their satisfation an be measured by modelsimulation.One the models (navigation and omplexity) are properly overed the testeran use strutural riteria on the ode of the appliation to measure the atualode overage of the tests. The model based riteria proposed in this hapterdo not ensures that the ode of the appliation will be fully overed but whatis sure is that if the model-based riteria are not satised the ode annot befully overed. In pratie this means that the tester ould be required to add afew more tests in order to fully over the ode of the appliation.The benets of the top-down approah represented Figure 15 are two-fold.Firstly, the use of high-level models of the appliation under test allows for nondomain-speialist tester to aquire a good knowledge of the strutures of theappliation. Seondly, the use of appropriate models at eah level of the proessRR n° 6971
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Figure 15: Global test generation proess
INRIA
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ing the ost of test generation by utting the omplexity of systemunder test. The two following setion disusses these benets with more details.3.4.2 Allowing non-speialists to write testsIn migration projets the only input available is the soure ode of the legayappliation. As the system to migrate are usually large, it is impossible (orat least far too ostly) to ask someone who has no prior knowledge of theappliation to write system tests. This is the reason why Sodifrane has torequest funtional tests for the legay appliation. Unfortunately these testsusually do not exist and the owner have to reate them before the migrationan start. As disussed in setion 2.1 this is a ostly proess whih requires alot of iteration between domain experts and developers of the migrated system.In that ontext, the use of high level models of the appliation (suh as thenavigation model and the omplexity map) allows to provide the tester witha global and manageable view of the appliation. The intent of these modelsis to apture the exat information required for eiently seleting tests. Inpartiular, the omplexity information allows a tester with no prior knowledgeof the appliation to identify the parts of the appliation whih require speialtesting are. In the ase of the banking appliation, the high level models weresuient for someone who had never seen the atual appliation to model theexisting test senarios and identify forms and events that would need more tests.3.4.3 Reduing the ost of testingThe seond benet of the test seletion proess we propose is that it allowsreduing the global ost of test seletion. In the urrent approah, the only ri-terion used is ode overage. In pratie, speialists of the appliation use theirknowledge of the appliation to write tests whih are evaluated in terms of odeoverage by instrumenting the ode of the appliation. Experiene shows thatappliation experts alone are not likely to ahieve a good ode overage of theirappliation. They usually have to iteratively use the ode overage informationto improve their tests. This proess is really ostly beause the appliation ex-perts are not developers so they have to work together with developers in orderto understand the unovered ode and gure out new test senarios.Using models for test seletion should limit the need for studying the odeof the legay appliation. Figure 16 shows qualitative tendenies for the ostestimation of test generation. If a single ode overage riteria is used (Code-based test generation) the ost of testing ontently grows with the overage ofthe appliation. Using higher level models, there is an initial ost for abstratingthese models but a signiant portion of the appliation an be overed moreeasily using those models. The remaining part of the appliation has to beovered based on the ode. Overall the use of model allows reduing the totalost.In the ase of model-driven migration as it is performed by Sodifrane thebenet of using models for testing is even more protable sine the models arealready reverse-engineered for migration and an be re-used for testing. Theinitial ost of reating the models is thus negligible.
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Figure 16: Reduing test generation ost3.5 Related workThe need for eient validation tehniques in the ontext of migration has beenidentied as a ruial problem in several works. Sneed [22℄ observes that testingin migration projets osts between 50 to 70% of the total osts and is thus oneof the major bottleneks in migration projets. Carriere [5℄ manually validatethe migrated system, but note as a future work that "other tehniques, suh asregression testing, should be explored". However, as far as we know, there is nospei work on regression testing for migration.Several works exist for regression test seletion for objet-oriented programs[6, 21℄ or web appliations [26℄. These works onsider a system that has beentested with a set of test ases. Then, they fous on advaned tehniques to seletonly subset of test ases that should be reused to validate that the evolutionhas not introdued unexpeted hanges. HOwver, they do not onsider thepartiular ase of migration. The essential dierene between evolutions thatare onsidered in these works and migration is that migration is an isofuntionalevolution. This means that the funtionality oered by the legay and themigrated system should be the same. The hallenge for regression testing isthus not so muh about seleting a subset of test ases. The major hallengeis to produe test ases, form the legay system that preisely and ompletelyrepresent the system's behavior.Another important researh eld that is very muh related to our work isthe area of model-based testing [9℄. Utting and Legeard [25℄ identies four mainapproahes known as model-based testing. The rst one is the "generation oftest input data from a domain model". In that ase, the approah presentedin this hapter is learly model-based testing. Our work is also related to thework by Pretshner et al. [19℄. In this hapter, the authors evaluate model-based testing on a large automotive ase study. Their study reveals that usinga model instead of textual informal douments for test generation is useful inINRIA
Generating regression tests for software migration 31terms of requirements overage. The work proposed in this hapter followsthe same traks. We want to provide tests that over the requirements andthe main senarios on the legay system. In order to do that and to provideeient means for qualifying the test ases, we need a model. The model that wepropose is spei to the partiulat type of appliations we onsider: form-basedappliations. These appliations represent an important of the large systemsthat are migrated (banking systems, insurane ompanies systems, et.).Memon [12℄, uses event-ow models for generating tests for GUI-based appli-ations. An event-ow models is made of two elements. The rst one aptureseah event in terms of the state in whih the event may be exeuted, and theeets it has on the system sate. The seond one is a direted graph whih rep-resents all possible sequenes of events that an be exeuted on the appliation.The seond part of the event-ow models is similar to the navigation model weuse in this hapter. In [14℄, Memon et al. dene test adequay riteria for GUItesting. These riteria take the omposite struture of GUI element in order toselet meaningful test sequenes. In [13℄, Memon et al. take advantage of theguards and ations assoiated with events in order to produe test orales. Inthe ontext of software migration, the priniple limitation of their approh isthat the event-ow model annot be reverse-engineered fully automatially.3.6 ConlusionValidation in the ontext of information system migration is ruial issue be-ause it still represents an large amount of the total migration ost. There arefew works that takle the prodution of eient test ases for migration. Inthis hapter we proposed to use models of the legay appliation in order toprodue those tests. Most of the time no models of the legay appliation areavailable but these models an be automatially produed by revere-engineeringthe legay soure ode.The riteria we propose are based on a navigation model of the system undertest. These riteria ould be applied for any "form based" appliation suh asthe banking appliation presented as a ase study but also on web appliations.The ase study allowed to verify that the navigation model is a the appropriatelevel of abstration for dening system tests and that the test riteria produevaluable diagnosis for existing test senarios.We proposed a test generation proess whih leverages the models and testriteria in order to allow non domain-experts to produe system tests. Thisallows the developer of a migrated appliation to produe the regression testsrequired in order to ensure that the migrated appliation behaves just as thelegay appliation. Another benet of the proposed approah is the redutionof the eort (and ost) required to produe the tests.In future work, the riteria should be validated in terms of their quality forproduing tests that ahieve a satisfatory ode overage. It would be interestingto ompare the fault detetion rate of tests produed aording to these riteriawith the fault detetion rate of the tests written manually by domain experts. Inpratie, suh ontrolled experiments are hard to arry in an industrial ontext.
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k Fleurey et al.4 Strutural test generationBeause in a migration projet the ode of the legay appliation is availablethe idea is to use strutural testing tehniques to generate tests. There are threeapproahes to strutural testing: stati, dynami and hybrid. Using stati testgeneration the tests are generated without the need of exeuting the programunder test while using dynami or hybrid test generation the program is exeutedto ollet more information and improve the generated test data. the followingparagraphs disuss these options with respet to the testing goals of a migrationprojet.Stati test generation for migration projets has been investigated by V.A.Niolas in [16℄. The idea of the proposed tehnique is to apply stati testgeneration tehniques on COBOL programs. However, this tehnique has anumber of limitations whih are learly disussed in [16℄ : It is far from being fully automated. The tester has to provide onstraintson variables, stubs for sub-programs and has to onertize test ases. The generated tests do not make muh sense from a funtional point ofview. They annot be used as guidelines by developers of the new appli-ation and annot be sold to the lient as referene tests. The tehnique is omputationally too ostly to apply on non-trivial pro-grams. Studies of the ode of the CDN migration projet showed that asubstantial amount of ode ould not be proessed by suh tehniques.These limitations were identied in [16℄ and a proposed way to overome themis to use dynami test generation.Dynami test generation onsists not only on using stati analysis of theprogram but also exeuting it to ollet more information on its struture. In theliterature several algorithms have been dened for that purpose. Among them,based on previous experienes, we hose the bateriologi approah [2℄ beauseit is espeially designed to generate sets of test that satisfy a overage riterion.The use of this algorithm requires the program under test to be instrumentedand exeuted a number of times during test generation. Its advantages are thatit requires less inputs from the tester and is less omputationally ostly. Itsdrawbak is that it annot be fully automated either as it requires the tester toprovide a speiation of the input data of the program.Dynami test generation provides solutions only to some of the limitationsof stati test generation. In pratie, to ahieve a maximum automation, aombination of dynami test generation and stati analysis (hybrid approah)should be used for generating tests from COBOL programs. However thesetehniques have to be limited to the unit level (single COBOL programs) inorder for the algorithms to exeute in reasonable time. They annot be fullyautomated beause some of the information required for generating test annotbe inferred from the ode.This setion disusses strutural test generation tehniques. The goal ofthese tehnique is to generate test data that overs the struture of the odeof the program under test. In the literature two kind of strutural test gener-ation tehniques are distinguished. The rst on is stati test generation whihonly performs stati analysis on the program under test and the seond on isINRIA
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Figure 17: Generating tests from COBOL souredynami test generation whih require exeuting the program under test duringthe test generation proess. This setion rst realls the results obtained by V-A. Niolas [16℄ by applying stati test generation on migration projets. Thenwe disuss how dynami test generation ould be applied in order to overomethe limitations of stati test generation.4.1 Stati test generationThis setion disusses the work presented in [16℄. The objetive of this work wasto automatially generate test data for COBOL programs. Figure 17 presentsthe main steps of the test generation proess. This proess uses ontrol ow anddata ow information to extrat sets of onstraints on the inputs of a programin order to over eah blok of ode of this program.The rst limitation of this tehnique (as reported in [16℄) is that it is ostlyfor both the tester and in terms of omputational time. The tester has to pro-vide stubs for the program under test, semanti onstraints on the variables ofthe program and has to onertize the test data produed by the generator. Theuser inputs are neessary in order to make the omputational time required bythe tehnique aeptable. The speiation of semanti onstraints is espeiallyostly. During this phase the tester has to provide onstraints for all the vari-ables of the program under test. As an example, if a variable is used to representa date, the integer representing the day should be between 1 and 31, the monthbetween 1 and 12, et. If a string represents a user name or an aount number,the generator won't be able to nd interesting values by itself in a reasonabletime. In most ases the tester will have to provide at least a format or a set ofpossible values for string variables. To provide this information the tester hasto study in details the program under test. This greatly inreases the ost oftest generation even if the tester an be assisted by data ow or sliing tools.The seond limitation of this test generation tehnique is that even withappropriate semanti onstraints on all the variable of the program under test,the number of ontrol path an be too high for the generator to produe a resultRR n° 6971
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k Fleurey et al.in a reasonable time. In eet, when working with sample programs oming froma real migration projet we found that the ontrol struture of some programare too omplex for the generator to be applied. The number of path yields bythe ontrol struture is too high to be proessed. To avoid this limitation, thetester would have to provide more information to the testing tool. This wouldagain inrease the osts of test generation.To onlude, as it was suggested in [16℄, generating tests diretly from theode remains a ostly proess. Even if the test generation itself is fully auto-mated providing the appropriate inputs to the testing tool is ostly. The mainreason is that some of the information required for generating tests is not in theode and has to be inferred and formalized by the tester.4.2 Dynami test generationThe idea of dynami test generation is to exeute the program under test anumber of times in order to ollet information and selet test data that meeta partiular test riterion. A number of tehniques have been proposed fordynami test generation using pseudo-random algorithms suh as geneti algo-rithms. Most of these work fouses on generating a single test data that oversa statement (or a path of the ontrol ow graph) ofthe program under test buttehniques based on the bateriologi algorithm proposed by Baudry et al. [2℄is designed to handle the generation of test suites that globally satises a testriterion. This setion presents the appliation of this tehnique in the ontextof software migration.In our ontext, the program under test is a COBOL program and the testriterion is ode overage. In the following we rst reall the priniple of thebateriologi algorithm and then details how it an be applied.4.2.1 Bateriologi algorithmThe bateriologi algorithm is an original adaptation of geneti algorithmsas desribed in [2℄. It is designed to automatially improve the quality of a setof test ases for software omponents. The aim of this algorithm is to generatea set of eient test ases for a given omponent under test. The algorithmalso takes into aount the number of test ases in the generated set. Sineit is speialized for test ases generation, it is more eient than the genetialgorithm (faster onvergene, easier to tune).The general idea is that a population of bateria is able to adapt itself to agiven environment. If bateria are spread in a new stable environment they willreprodue themselves so that they t better and better to the environment. Ateah generation, the bateria are slightly altered and, when a new bateriumts well a partiular part of the environment it is memorized. The proess endswhen the set of bateria has ompletely olonized the environment.Inspired by this priniple, the bateriologi algorithm takes an initial set ofbateria as an input, and its evolution onsists in series of mutations (using amutation operator) on bateria, to explore the whole sope of solutions. Thenal set is build inrementally by adding bateria that an improve the qualityof the set. Along the exeution there are thus two sets, the solution set thatINRIA
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Figure 18: Bateriologi algorithm prinipleis being built, and the set of potential bateria, that we all a bateriologimedium.The global proess is inremental and eah step is alled a generation. Ageneration onsists in four steps as desribed Figure 18. First, the tness valuefor eah baterium in the bateriologi medium is omputed. At step 2, thebateria that an improve the solution set are seleted. At step 2' the seletedbateria are added to the solution set. Step 3 onsists in applying the mutationoperator. This operator selets bateria in the medium and generates new ba-teria by slightly altering the seleted ones. At last, step 4 onsists in deletingbad or useless bateria from the medium. There an be several stopping rite-ria for the algorithm: after a number of generations, when a minimum tnessvalue is reahed by the solution set, the tness has not hanged for a number ofgenerations...One partiular funtion is applied at eah step of the proess given Figure 1.In the following desriptions of these funtions, we all B the set of all possiblebateria for a given problem.Fitness funtion fitness : 2B → R+The tness funtion evaluates the quality of a solution regarding the globalobjetive. Sine a solution for the bateriologi algorithm is a set of bate-ria, the tness funtion omputes the tness of a set of bateria. However,we also need to ompute the tness of one baterium b. This funtion isalled relFitness and is omputed relatively to the tness of a solution set
B as follows:
relfitness : B × 2B → R+
relfitness(B, b) = fitness(B ∪ b) − fitness(B)Memorization funtion mem : B → {true, false}This funtion takes a baterium as an input and returns true if it an bememorized in the solution set. This funtion thus omputes the relativetness of the baterium. If the tness satises a given ondition, theRR n° 6971
36 Frank Fleurey et al.funtion returns true and the baterium an be memorized. For example,one ondition is: a baterium an be memorized if its tness is greaterthan a given threshold (that it is alled memorization threshold).Mutation operator mutate : B → BThe mutation operator generates a new baterium by slightly altering ananestor baterium. This operator is ruial for the algorithm, sine it isthe one that atually reates new information in the proess. We an notethat by iterative appliations of this operator we should explore the wholeset of possible bateria B.Filtering funtion filter : 2B → 2BThis funtion aims at periodially deleting useless bateria from the ba-teriologi medium to ontrol the memory spae during the exeution.To t the algorithm, a test ase is modeled as a baterium, and the fourfuntions have to be dened aording to this model. The most importantfuntions are the tness and mutation funtions that we detail now. The tnessfuntion omputes the utility of a set of bateria and relFitness omputes theutility of a baterium. This orresponds to the quality of a set of test ases andof a test ase in our partiular ontext.The tness funtion needs to be dened aording to a target test riteriain order to measure the quality of a set of test ases. For example, an adequayriterion an express that all statements in the program must be exeuted by,at least, one test ase. The quality of a set of test ases then orresponds tothe proportion of statements exeuted by these test ases. A tness funtionan be dened, based on a partiular test adequay riterion.The seond important funtion is the mutation funtion: this funtion atu-ally reates new information. This funtion takes a baterium as an input andslightly alters it to reate a new baterium. The atual operation for mutationon a baterium strongly depends on the struture of the baterium. It is notpossible to dene a general mutation operator.4.2.2 Generating tests with a bateriologi algorithmIn our ontext the test riterion to satisfy is ode overage. A tness funtionwe an use to estimate the quality a set of test ases is thus the perentage ofthe ode of the program under test it overs. This is a suitable tness funtionfor the bateriologi algorithm beause that perentage an only inrease if newtest ases are added (i.e. the relative tness of any test ase is always positiveor null). In previous works this tness funtion has been suessfully used forgenerating test suites for JAVA programs.To be able to ompute this tness funtion the program under needs to beexeuted in order to ompute the ode overage of eah test ase. In previousworks failities provided by the Java Debugging Interfae were used to omputethe ode overage of JAVA programs but in most ases the soure ode of theprogram under test will need to be instrumented in order to reall ode overage.In the ase of COBOL programs it is neessary sine the runtime environmentdoes not provide servies for omputing ode overage. INRIA
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Figure 19: Using a bateriologi algorithm for test generationIn order to apply, the bateriologi algorithm needs an initial set of test asesto optimize and a mutation operator. In our ontext no test ases are availableso this initial set of test ases has to be randomly generated. The mutationoperator needs to be able to randomly mutate an existing test ase to reate annew test ase. Both the random generator and the mutation operator needs torely on a speiation of the input data of the program under test.In some ases generi operators an be dened. For instane, if the inputdata of a program is an integer the random generator an be any integer ran-dom generator an the mutation operator an be to add or subtrat 1 to theinteger. In pratie suh generi operators an be dened for simple types butfor variables with a more omplex type, a generator and mutation operator hasto be speially dened. If for instane a variable of type string is supposedto ontain an aount number or a date in a spei format using a randomstring generator won't be suient. In that ase the tester has to provide someonstraints and ranges for the variable in order for the test generator to takethem into aount during random generation and mutation.Figure 19 presents the test generation proess using a bateriologi algo-rithm. The test generation proess takes the program under and a speiationof its input data as an input. The program is automatially instrumented tobe able to estimate the ode overage of any test ase and the speiation ofthe input data is used to speialize a random test ase generator and the mu-tation operator. The bateriologi algorithm an then be exeuted to optimizean initial randomly generated set of test ases. during this generation phase thetester an monitor the progress of the bateriologi algorithm and tune its stopondition. The test riterion used is ode overage but beause most of the timethe program under test will ontain some dead ode the nal overage will beless than 100%.4.3 Case Study : Virtual Meeting ServerTo validate the approah detailed in the previous setion, we used a Java virtualmeeting server. The system is implemented in Java, it has around 80 lassesand 2000 lines of ode. It was hosen beause its size orrespond to the typialsize of a COBOL program and its inputs are strutured textual ommandswhih is lose to COBOL reords. The study was not performed diretly onRR n° 6971
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Figure 20: Simplied lass diagram of the virtual meeting servera COBOL program beause of tooling issues but no theoretial obstales havebeen identied to suggest that results would be dierent on an atual COBOLprogram.Figure 20 presents a simplied lass diagram of the virtual meeting server.This system allows reating dierent kinds of meetings (moderated or not, pri-vate or publi, ...) and allows users to onnet and partiipate to these meetings.The system handles 17 types of ommands and eah ommand has between 1and 3 parameters. A test ase for the virtual meeting server is a sequene ofommands to be exeuted on the system.In order to apply the test generation tehniques proposed in the previousparagraph we need a random test generator and a mutation operator. In thease of the virtual meeting server these two elements are based on a randomommand generator. Using this random ommand generator, random test asesof any size an be automatially generated. To generate a new test ase froman existing on, the mutation operator an simply replae a ommand in theexisting test ase by another ommand randomly generated. Figure 21 presentsa sample randomly generated test ase and the use on the mutation operatoron this test ase.The stati analysis of the virtual meeting server shows the the program has376 branhes. The goal of the test generator is to generate a set of tests toover these branhes. There are several parameters that an be tuned in thealgorithm : INRIA
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Figure 21: Test ase for the virtual meeting serverSize of the test ases Eah test ase is a sequene of ommand. The size ofthe test ases an be xed. In pratie small test ases are better beausethey are more easy to understand but the test ases shoud be big enoughto allow overing all the branhes of the system.Size of the population The algorithm uses a population of test ases. Alarge population allows more information to be kept between generationbut small population allow for a faster evolution.Mutation rate The mutation rate xes how dierent are mutated test asesfrom an original test ase. In the example of gure 21 only one ommandis hanged but in pratie more than one ommand an be replaed.For all these parameters trade-os have to be found in order to ensure thequality of the generated test ases and optimize the eieny of the algorithm.Complete studies of the adjustments of the parameters of the bateriologialalgorithm are presented in [2℄.As an example, gure 22 details the exeution of the bateriologi algorithmfor the virtual meeting system. The parameters used for this experiment are atest ase size of 15 ommands, a population of 75 test ases and a mutation rateof 15%. This exeution generated a test suite omposed of 18 test ases andallowed overing almost 90% of the 376 branhes of the program under test.4.4 ConlusionThe study we have done on Java program suggest that using dynami test datageneration allow overoming some of the limitations of the stati tehniquesthat were proposed earlier. Using dynami informations allows breaking theomplexity of programs and allows handling omplex data types suh a stringswhih annot treated by urrent onstraint solvers. The results of the ba-teriologi algorithm in previous study 4.2 and the results we obtained on theRR n° 6971
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Figure 22: One exeution of the test generatorvirtual meeting serve suggest that it is a good andidate to fully automate thegeneration of a set of test ases for a program.To apply the tehnique on COBOL program we do not have identied anysienti obstales but there is a tooling issue. As long as the test generationwas stati they were no need to exeute COBOL programs for test generation.In the ase of the tehnique we propose the COBOL program not only needsto be statially analyzed but it also need to be exeuted in order to olletexeution traes. This is very easy to do in modern development environmentsuh as Java but seems to be more diult to implement for COBOL. This isthe reason why the study presented in this hapter was done on a Java program.5 ConlusionEven if model-driven engineering is already eonomially protable for migra-tion, there are still some important hallenges that need to be takled. Themajor issue in terms of human eort is testing. Regression testing is used tovalidate the migration but the prodution of eient regression test ases isurrently manual, ad-ho and diult to evaluate. During the post-do we pro-posed tehniques to redue the testing eort. We investigated two omplemen-tary tehniques: the generation of system tests from reverse-engineered modelsand the generation of unit tests to over the branhes of COBOL programs.At the system level, the test riteria we proposed are based on a navigationmodel of the system under test. These riteria ould be applied for any "formbased" appliation suh as the banking appliation presented as a ase studybut also on web appliations. The ase study on the CDN projet allowed usto verify that the navigation model is a the appropriate level of abstration forINRIA
Generating regression tests for software migration 41dening system tests and that the test riteria produe valuable diagnosis forexisting test senarios. We proposed a test generation proess whih leveragesthe models and test riteria in order to allow non domain-experts to produesystem tests. This allows the developer of a migrated appliation to produe theregression tests required in order to ensure that the migrated appliation behavesjust as the legay appliation. Another benet of the proposed approah is theredution of the eort (and ost) required to produe the tests. In future work,the riteria should be validated in terms of their quality for produing teststhat ahieve a satisfatory ode overage. It would be interesting to omparethe fault detetion rate of tests produed aording to these riteria with thefault detetion rate of the tests written manually by domain experts. We didnot had time to arry suh experiments during the post-do.At the unit level, we started from a stati test generation tehniques proposedduring a previous post-do. This tehniques allowed generating test data forprograms by solving the onstraints on the variables of the program in order toover all branhes of the program. This tehniques had two major limitationswhih make its use on projets impossible. The rst one is salability: it isunable to handle the omplexity of typial COBOL programs. We studied theomplexity of COBOL programs on the CDN projets and we have shown thata purely stati test generation algorithm would require several million years toexeute. The seond limitation is that onstraint solvers are not able to handleomplex data types suh as string. Basially only numeri and boolean types anbe handled. To overome these limitation, the idea we proposed is to ombinethe stati analysis of the program under test with a dynami test generationalgorithm. The dynami test generation algorithm atually exeutes in orderto ollet informations on its struture and on the overage of the tests. Theapproah we proposed was validated on a Java ase study. In future work thealgorithm should be onneted on COBOL tools in order to generate tests forCOBOL programs.Referen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